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$1. INTRODUCTION 
WE CONSIDER finite, connected CW-complexes with base points. All maps and homotopies 
will respect he base points. 
X is an H-space if there is a continuous map, or multiplication, m : X x X+ X with 
unit, which we take as the base point for X. X is a homotopy commutative H-space if in 
addition m N mT, where T : X x A’+ X x X is defined by setting T(x, y) = (y, x), for all 
(x, y) E X x X. 
Several authors have considered the existence of finite complexes which are homotopy 
commutative H-spaces. Among them, Araki, James and Thomas proved in [3] that the 
non Abelian connected, compact Lie groups with their usual multiplications are not homo- 
topy commutative and later James in [lo] extended these results to show that no H-space 
multiplication on the space of a compact, connected Lie group is homotopy commutative, 
unless it is a torus. 
The purpose of this note is to prove, 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a non contractible, connected,finite complex which is a homotopy 
commutative H-space, then X has the homotopy type of a torus. 
This result arose out of a discussion with Dr. James of an earlier result of the author, 
Theorem 1.1 with the additional hypothesis of homotopy associativity. This note may be 
regarded as an appendix to [IO] and I must thank Dr. James for sending me a preprint 
of this paper and for his comments on the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
52. A GEOMETRIC CONSTRUCTION OF JAMES 
We refer to $3 of [lo] for the details of this section. In the notation of that paper we 
take A = B = X. 
An H-space map m : X x X --) X induces a map m’ : X*X ---, SX, where X*X is the join 
of X with itself and SX is the suspension of X. E, the projectrve plane of X, is the mapping 
cone of m’. 
Consider the associated cofibration, 
SX+ E-t S(X*X). 
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Using the homeomorphism between S(X*X) and SX % SX established as (2.5) of [9], we 
show that if X, with multiplication m, is a homotopy commutative H-space, then there 
exists a map f : E +E and a diagram of maps and spaces, 
SX4EhX%SX 
(2.1) 
in which the squares are homotopy commutative, where 1 turns the suspension coordinate 
upside down and T is the switching map for smash product. 
$3. SOME CONSEQUENCES OF A THEOREM OF W. BROWDER 
In this section we suppose that X satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, except that 
X may be contractible. 
THEOREM 3.1. H*(X,Z) has no 2-torsion. 
Proof. Theorem 8.5 of [7] implies that H*(X, Z) has no 2-torsion from which the 
result follows. 
Let Q, be the ring of rational numbers with odd denominators. Consider complex 
X*-theory with Q,-coefficients on the category whose objects are finite CW-complexes, 
defined by taking the tensor product of the integral K*-theory with Q, . We shall use the 
results and notations of [S], except hat we shall write K*(Y) for K*( Y, Q,). In particular 
K*(Y) = K’(Y)@ K’(Y) and we write K(Y) for K’(Y). If Y”-l is the (n - 1) skeleton 
of the finite complex Y, filter K *( Y) by 
K,*(Y) = Kernel {i’ : K*(Y) + K*( Y”-‘)}. 
where i : Y”-l+ Y is the inclusion map. 
LEMMA 3.2 K*(X) is torsion free. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 implies that H*(X, Q,) is torsion free, since it equals 
H *(X, Z) @Q, by the universal coefficient theorem. Thus there is a monomorphism 
H*(X, QJ + H*(X, Q) induced by coefficient inclusion, where Q is the rational numbers. 
Therefore it follows from $2.4 of [S] that the standard spectral sequence H *(X, Q,) =s K*(X) 
collapses. Therefore K*(X) is torsion free. 
Xis a finite complex and an H-space. A classical theorem of Hopf says that the rational 
cohomology ring H*(X, Q) is an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators, and since 
H*(X, Z) has no 2-torsion, a slight modification in the usual proof of this result implies 
that H*(X, Q,) is also an exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators. Now it was 
mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3.2 that the standard spectral sequence H*(X, QJ 
=s K*(X) collapses, that is H”(X, QJ r K,*(X)/K:+,(X). The product structure in 
K*(X) satisfies K,*(X). K,,,*(X) c K,*,,(X), and the induced product on the associated 
group H*(X, Q,) is just cup product. Therefore we may choose generators for the ring 
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K*(X) whose images in the associated graded ring are generators of the exterior algebra 
H*(X, Q,). K,,+,(X) = K,,(X) and so we may choose these generators to lie in K’(X). 
But if a, b E K’(X), then ab = -ba. Hence K*(X) is also an exterior algebra on odd 
dimensional generators. 
The H-space map m : X x X--f X induces a comultiplication on each of the rings 
H*(X, Q,), H*(X, Q) and K*(X), giving them the structure of associative, commutative, 
graded Hopf algebras, the last mentioned having 2, grading. This is well known for 
H*(X, QJ and H*(X, Q), but for K*(X) we briefly mention Kunneth formulae in 
#?-theory. 
Let pi : Y, x Y, + Yi, i = 1 or 2, be the projection maps. If E and F are complex 
vector bundles over Yi and Yz respectively, consider the tensor product of the induced 
bundles over Yi x Yz , p,*(E) @p2*(F). This induces a map, 
p:K*(Y,)@K*(Y*)+K*(Y, x YJ. 
If Y, and Yz are finite complexes with K*( YJ and K*( YJ torsion free, it follows from [4] 
that p is an isomorphism. In particular if Y, = Yz = X, Lemma 3.2 implies that, 
(3.1) p : K*(x) @I K*(X) E K*(X x X) 
and so identifying the two sides under this isomorphism, it follows that K*(X) has the 
structure of a non connected Hopf algebra with &-grading. 
LEMMA 3.3 K(E) is torsion free. 
Proof. Consider the Puppe exact sequence of the cofibration associated with E in the 
form given as (3.1) in [S], where we replace cohomology with coefficients in a field with 
reduced K*- theory with Q,-coefficients. The proof is similar using the isomorphism (3.1). 
We obtain the exact sequence, 
(3.2) + g(X) $ R(X $t? X) -: g(E) f l?(X) + 
where 4 = ml -pi’ -pz’. 
Let u E g(E) and suppose that 2u = 0. We shall prove that u = 0. Lemma 3.2 implies 
that k(u) = 0 and so by exactness there is an element u E R(X % X) with 1(u) = u. Again by 
exactness there is an element w E fz(X) with 4(w) = 2u, since 1(2v) = 2u = 0. Now the 
kernel of 4 is precisely the set of primitive elements in K*(X), be definition. However in 
H*(X, Q,) all primitive elements are indecomposable and so all primitive elements in 
K*(X) are indecomposable. Thus 4 lR(X) is a monomorphism. To show that u = 0, it is 
sufficient o show that w = 2t for some t E I?(X), for then u = h$(t) which is zero. The proof 
of Lemma 3.3 is completed by the next Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 4(w) = 227, where C#J = m’ -pl! - p2’, w E g(X) and v E g(X % X), 
then w ==2t for some t E R(X). 
Proof. Let K*(X) be an exterior algebra over Q, on generators ul, U, , . . . , u, 
lying in K’(X). The monomials z+%~‘~ - - - u,,““, where ai = 0 or 1, 1 2 i 5 n, form a base 
for the free Q, module K*(X). We say that the weight of such a monomial is c a,. The 
monomials of odd weight form a base of K’(X) and those of even weight a base ;br K(X). 
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The quotient map X x X + X % X induces a direct sum splitting of K(X x X) and 
we regard R(X % X) as a subset of X(X x X). The Kunneth formula (3.1) implies that the 
elements 
a, 
UI u2 az...u ,,a” 0 Ulb~U2bz . . . unbn 
with ai, bi = 0 or 1, C ai > 0, C bi > 0 and C (ai + bi) even, form a base for R(X % X) 
1 L 1 
over Q2. 
Suppose that w E R(X) is non zero, for otherwise the result is trivial, and express w in 
terms of the given base. Let u~“*u~~~ * * *unan be a base element of least weight in the expres- 
sion for w which occurs with coefficient in Q2 not divisible by 2. Let this weight be 2s. In 
fact we shall show that no such element exists, which is sufficient to prove the lemma. 
Assume that a, =l, for to reorder the ui can only alter the signs of some of the elements 
in the base. 
The map m : X x X+ X induces the comultiplication on K*(X) and m!(ui) = ui @ 1 
+ C aij xi @ xj + 1 @ ui , where aij E Q2 and xi and xi are monomials in the ui of positive 
we;ght. Therefore 
where b, E Q, and yi and uj are monomials in the UC, the sum of whose weights is greater 
than 2s. The coefficient of ~~~~~~~~ - *. I.&-; @ u, on the right-hand side of (3.3) is one, 
since a, = 1. 
The claim is that the coefficient of ~~~~~~~~ * 9 - u>-{ 0 u, in 4(w) is not divisible by 2, 
for if ~(u1c’~2cZ .*. uIIcn), when expressed with respect to the given base in K(X % X), 
involves ~4~~‘~~~~ * * * u,?; 1 0 24,) either c ai > c ci or ai = ci for all i. In the first case the 
I I 
coefficient of ulclu c2 * -* 2 u ,,cn in the expression for w is divisible by 2 and it has been shown 
that in the second case we obtain an odd coefficient. Thus b(w) is not divisible by 2 unless 
w =2t. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.4 and hence of Lemma 3.3. 
We do not, of course, assert that Ki(E) is torsion free. 
$4. THE ACTION OF I)’ IN K(E) 
Again assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1 .l except that X may be contractible. 
This section considers the action of $2, the Adams operators of [l], in R(E). We may 
define 11/2 by setting 
(4.1) $2 = - 2A2 + (n’)2 
where L2 is the exterior power operator and I1 is the identity map. 
LEMMA 4.1. $' E 0 mod 4, on I?(SX $3 SX). 
Proof, Squares vanish on R(X %X) and so by (4.1) 
t,k2 =Omod2onR(X%X) 
Corollary 5.3 of 
= S2(X%X). 
It is necessary 
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[l] implies that $’ E 0 mod 4 on tf(S 2(X % X)) and SX $8 SX 
to consider the free Abelian group k(E) in more detail. Consider the 
exact sequence (3.2). 
Let vi, 1 5 i 5 t, be elements of I?(E) such that Ui = k(UJ, 1 I i I t, form a base for 
the direct summand in If’(X) which is spanned by the primitive elements of the Hopf 
algebra K*(X). Let Ui, 1 < i 5 n, t <n, be a multiplicative basis for the exterior algebra 
K*(X). Then I?(E) is spanned over Q2 by the elements Vi, 1 I i 5 t, and ~(u~“~u~~~ **.u,“n 
@ l&$2 * - * unbn) where u,, bi = 0 or 1, C Ui > 0, C bi > 0 and C (ai +bi) is even. 
8 G t 
For each vi, 1 5 i 5 t, we give a direct sum decomposition for I?(E) as a Q, module. 
Let N(ui) be generated over Q2 by zlj , 1 5 j I t and ~(~~~~24~“~ * * - u,  @ ulb~u2*~ - - - u,,*n) 
for all relevant aj and bj provided that u1%2a2 - -- u,“” 63 ulb1~2b2 * *- u,,*, is not uI @ ui. 
Let l(vi) have the single generator &Ui @ UJ over Q2 .
LEMMA 4.2. K(E) = N(UJ @I( v J as a Q, module, for each i, 1 5 i I t. 
Proof. Let 
Z=CujUj+CB(U1,...,a,,bl,...,ba) 
i 
x 4Ula’U2a2 - * * Una” @ Ul%12*”  - * u,*q + $(Ui @ Ui), 
be zero, where the first summation is for 1 <j I t and the second summation is as in the 
definition of N(uJ, and Uj, P(a,, . . . , a,, b,, . . . , b,) and Y lie in Q,. 
Now k(z) = 0 implies that c Crjk(Vj) = 0. But k(vj) =Uj and the Uj are independent, 
i 
therefore clj = 0, 1 r j 5 t. Hence z = n(u) for some v E I?(X %X) and so there exists 
w E x(X) with 4(w) =v. We need to show that y = 0, but this now follows almost im- 
mediately from (3.3) as Ui @ Ui cannot occur on the right-hand side. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
The main step in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. All primitive elements of the Hopf algebra H*(X, Q) have dimension one. 
Proof. Consider the following diagram derived from the cofibre sequence of $2, 
where the rows are exact sequences, 
,‘“‘“,SX~~ SX, Q) 3 ii’“‘“(E, Q) 5 fieve”(SX, Q) 
A A 
II? ch III ch 112 ch 
R(SX 8 SX, Q) z Z?(E, Q) 5 &SX, Q) 
I 
02 Q2 
R(SX $rj SX) jl 
IQ2 il .,!,) 
Z?(E) - - 
The top two rows are identified by means of the Chern character and, as a map, Q2 
is induced by coefficient inclusion. All groups in the bottom row are torsion free and so the 
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bottom row can be regarded as embedded in the second row. It is convenient to leave the 
rows in the above form at this point as we shall use Ic/’ which does not commute with Bott 
periodicity. 
Now let x1 E H’“(SX, Q) correspond under the suspension isomorphism to a primitive 
element x E H2’-l(X, Q) of the Hopf algebra H*(X, Q). Choose d E Q, so that ZJ = dx’ 
lies in g(SX) and is not divisible by 2. Then u is a primitive element of the Hopf algebra 
K*(X). We have 
(4.2) $‘(u) =2%, 
since, with the above identifications, H’“(SX, Q) is an eigenspace of $’ with eigenvalue 
2”, see 52 of [2]. 
Choose y E i7even(E, Q) and u E X(E) such that 
(4.3) i*(J) = x’ and i!(v) = U. 
We may assume that the pair of elements U, v are two of the elements ui, ui, 1 I i I t 
discussed before the statement of the lemma. 
It follows from Corollary 1.4 of [ 1 l] thatj*(x’ @ x’) = y2 and therefore 
(4.4) j!(u @ 24) = v2 
The naturality of $” implies that 
i!{+‘(v) - 2%) = $‘(i’(v)) - 2”?(v) 
which is zero by (4.3) and (4.2). Therefore by exactness of the lower sequence 
$‘(v) = 2% + j!(w), for some w E K(SX % SX). 
Now by Lemma 4.2, I?(E) = N(v) 0 Z(v), as i! =k and j! and A differ by a canonical iso- 
morphism, and so 
j!(w) = j!(w,) + hj!(u @ a), 
where the first term is in N(v) and the second in Z(v) with h E Q, . 
(4.1) and (4.4) imply 
(4.5) $2(U) = 2% + j!(w,) +hv2 
where h ~1 mod2. 
We now use the map f: E +E introduced in $2. The homotopy commutativity of the 
first square in the diagram (2.1) implies that iy! = l!i! and SO, 
i!(f!(v) + v) = l’i!(v) + i!(v) 
= Z!(u) +u, by (4.4) 
which is zero by the definition of 1. 
Thus 
(4.6) f '(0) = -v + j’(w,), for some w2 E Z?(SX % SX). 
The result corresponding to Lemma 6.1 of [S] in K*-theory says that j’{R(SX % SX)). 
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K(E) =O, the proof being similar, and sincef ’ is a ring homomorphism 
(4.7) f!(v2) = v* 
Using these various facts, we obtain the result. Once more the naturality of 11/* implies 
that 
(4.8) (f’ - W*(v) = ti2(f ‘(v)) -+*(v), 
where 1 : E -+E is the identity map. It is sufficient for our purposes to consider this equality 
modulo 4. 
The right-hand side of (4.9, 
$*V(v)) - $“(v) = -2$*(v) + $2(_+(w2>>, by (4.6) 
= -2$*(v) + j!$*(w2), by naturality. 
Lemma 4.1 implies that 11/*(w2) zz0 mod 4 and so the I(v) component of (4.8) reduced 
modulo 4 is 2v*, arising from -2$*(v) by (4.1). The left-hand side of (4.8) 
f ‘$“(v) - $“(v) = f’(2”v + j’(w,) + hv*} - (2% +j’(w,) + hv*} by (4.5) 
= -2Sf1v + 2”j’(w,) + {f ‘j’(wl) -j’(w,)} by (4.6) and (4.7). 
The homotopy commutativity of the second square in (2.1) implies that f ‘j’ =j’T :. 
T is the switching map for smash product and clearly ifj’(w,) E N(v) so does j!T’(w,), by 
the definition of N(v). Hencef$‘(w,) -j’(w,) = j’T!(w,) - j’(w,) lies in N(v). But we have 
just seen that the I(v) component of (4.8) reduced modulo 4 is 2~‘. Therefore 2”j!(w,) must 
have Z(v) component reduced modulo 4 equal to 2v*, since s > 0. In particular s = 1, but 
XEH 2s-1(X, Q) was any primitive element and so the lemma is proved. 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Let X be the universal covering complex of the connected complex X. The fundamental 
group nl(X) is finitely generated, as X is a finite complex, and it is Abelian, as X is an 
H-space. X a finite complex and an H-space implies that x is equivalent to a finite 
complex. Also the universal covering space of a homotopy commutative H-space is itself 
a homotopy commutative H-space and so we apply Lemma 4.3 to 1. Thus all primitive 
elements of H*(x, Q) lie in dimension one. But X is simply connected and so H ‘(x,Q) z 
HI@, Q) = 0, which is impossible unless H *(I, Q) = 0, as a generator of least possible 
positive dimensions must be primitive. Now Theorem 3.1 for p = 2 and the results of $7 
of [a especially Theorem 7.1, for odd p, imply that H *(w, Z,) = 0 for all primes p. Hence 
H *(I, Z) = 0 and by the universal coefficient heorem, H&C, Z) = 0. Since X is simply 
connected we deduce that z+(x) = 0 and so X = K(z,(X), 1). 
Write nr(X) = FOT, where F is free and T is torsion, by the decompositicn theorem 
for finitely generated Abelian groups. But it is well known that if T is non trivial, K(T, 1) 
has infinite cohomological dimension, for example we may approximate K(T, 1) to any 
finite dimension by products of generalized Lens spaces of large dimension. Since X is a 
finite complex this is impossible unless T is trivial. Thus X =K(F, 1) and the result is 
proved. 
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